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Compassionate Behavioral Health Facility in Denton, TX



For a no cost, confidential assessment, call 940-320-8100 or 1-888-320-8101.

We are here 24 hours a day, 7 days a week to respond to calls.







Trust the team at University Behavioral Health of Denton to provide you or a loved one with the help when dealing with mental health or substance abuse issues. As a behavioral health facility in Denton, TX, we offer a variety of care and treatment services for adolescents and adults who are dealing with psychiatric conditions. With our services, we help as many patients as possible to cope with their issues and find positive outcomes from their situations.





For a no cost, confidential assessment, call 940-320-8100 or 1-888-320-8101.

We are here 24 hours a day, 7 days a week to respond to calls.







Get Covered, Texas!

If you have lost your Medicaid Coverage, here is how to re-enroll. Take Action TODAY. If you need assistance, speak with our Intake team.


RE-ENROLL IN TX MEDICAID






Our Services

	Adult Inpatient Care

	Adolescent Inpatient

	Outpatient Programs

	The Women's Program

	Military Program



	Adult Inpatient Care





Adult Inpatient Care
When an adult is experiencing a severe mental health crisis, and need help right away, they can turn to our team for the immediate assistance that they require.

› Learn More


	Adolescent Inpatient




Adolescent Inpatient



UBH Denton provides inpatient treatment services for adolescents, ages 13 to 17, suffering from behavioral health, trauma and co-occurring disorders.
› Learn More


	Outpatient Programs





Outpatient Programs



We will help you or a loved one with various therapy and counseling sessions, while still allowing the patient to maintain work and family obligations. These sessions are perfect for helping cope with anxiety, grief, depression, or stress.
› Learn More


	The Women's Program




The Women’s Program



The Women’s Program at UBH Denton is a specialized program developed for the treatment of women with mental health issues, cope with traumatic events, treat postpartum depression, face grief and loss, and relationship issues.
› Learn More

	Military Program





Military Program



UBH Denton’s Military Program is one of oldest of its kind in the nation. With specialized tracks to meet service members where they are, our staff has deep experience working with veterans and active duty military in all branches and ranks.
› Learn More










The Women's Program



The Women’s Program at UBH Denton is a specialized program developed for the treatment of women with mental health issues, cope with traumatic events, treat postpartum depression, face grief and loss, and relationship issues.

› Learn More










Military Program



UBH Denton’s Military Program is one of oldest of its kind in the nation. Our staff has deep experience working with service members in all branches and at every level of the military.

› Learn More










Tools for Professionals



UBH Denton offers a number of opportunities for professionals to attend continuing education programs and networking opportunities. Take a look at our schedule of events and find a program that interests you.

› Learn More










Visitation Information



If you are planning to visit someone at UBH Denton, see our Visitation Schedule page to learn about visitor hours for each program. You can also find information about what to expect and what is allowed and not allowed on unit.

› Learn More










Licensing & Accreditation



UBH Denton is accredited by The Joint Commission, which helps monitor quality and care. Read more about this designation.

› Learn More










Partnerships



UBH Denton is a proud supporter of The Joint Commission. Read more about our partnership.

› Learn More












Join Our Team

If you’re looking for an opportunity to build the career of your dreams and join a team of professionals passionate about helping patients, UBH Denton is the place for you.


SEE OPEN POSITIONS






A Word From Our Patients






“The importance of mental health can not be stressed enough. No matter where you grew up, the level of education you earned, branch of service, marriage status, or culture you belong to, asking for help is vital. UBH Denton is the place you want to go. There is no place like It! The team works hard to get all the moving pieces in place so that you can be in a better state of mind and back with family and friends, as smoothly as possible. This program is 14-30 days, based on your needs. Which is not very long, when you realize at the end how much happens during your stay. You will see the doctor individually to get a treatment plan honed out, if needed and your counselors will give you group work as well as individual work.”


Retired Army Sergeant, Patriot Support Program 



“My family and I can never thank you guys at UBH enough for getting our daughter through her darkest times with depression and saving her life. She graduated from high school in 2009, and in 2013 from the University of Arkansas, and is now a graduate student at Texas A&M. These milestones would never have happened without your intervention.”


Family from NorthPointe Family Center Adolescent Program



“I was ready to commit suicide the day I was brought in. The group setting and receiving feedback from my peers was more effective than any treatment I’ve been through in 18 years. UBH, The Groups, and Therapists, saved my life.”


Female, Air Force



“When I arrived at UBH, I thought no one was capable of helping me. I was wrong! The therapists challenge you to find yourself again and bring the “real you” to light. If you need help and are willing to begin by helping yourself, UBH is the program you need.”


Male, Trauma Program



“After 28 years of service, I felt like I had come to the end of my road. Once I came to UBH, I found my purpose again through excellent counseling, fellow patients, and dedicated staff members. If I hadn’t been able to be cared for in a timely fashion, by UBH, I wouldn’t be alive today.”


Male, Army



“When I arrived at UBH, I thought no one was capable of helping me. I was wrong! The therapists challenge you to find yourself again and bring the “real you” to light. If you need help and are willing to begin by helping yourself, UBH is the program you need.”


Male, Trauma Program









Patient Satisfaction

4.20 / 5
I understand the importance of following my discharge plan



* Data based on patients surveyed between July-December 2023.









We’re here to help.

Call 940-320-8100 


OR


MESSAGE US






Photo Gallery


































Follow Us On Facebook









Your Feedback Matters

We value your feedback. Please take a few moments to share your review of the service you received while in our care.


GOOGLE REVIEWS








University Behavioral Health of Denton

2026 W. University Drive

Denton, TX 76201

Phone: 940-320-8100

Email: Message Us
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©  University Behavioral Health of Denton. All rights reserved.



Physicians are on the medical staff of University Behavioral Health of Denton, but, with limited exceptions, are independent practitioners who are not employees or agents of University Behavioral Health of Denton. The facility shall not be liable for actions or treatments provided by physicians.



Model representations of real patients are shown.
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